Power Defense™ Molded Case Circuit Breakers

Our defense is
your best offense.

What will you build?
And how will you defend it?

When Power Defense MCCBs safeguard your structure’s power system, you are getting the
latest protection technology, engineered for the future: Industry 4.0 features such as built-in
communications, advanced energy metering, and algorithms that notify you when your circuit
breaker needs maintenance; zone selective interlock technology that clears faults quickly and
locally, preventing propagation into your system; ArcFlash reduction options that help protect your
people with the fastest tripping speed technology. Not to mention Eaton’s best-in-class support

and service. You are freeing yourself and your customers from concerns, and gaining the sort5/3/17
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assurance that allows your people to move and plan with confidence. That’s why our defense is
your best offense.

Power Defense molded case circuit breakers, a globally rated platform from Eaton.

Power
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A globally rated platform from Eaton.
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For more information, call 1-877-ETN-CARE (1-877-386-2273),
or visit http://www.eaton.com/powerdefense.
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Some people see “what could be”: they look at an empty
lot, an outdated factory, a blank screen, and see what can
be created through hard thinking and harder work.
These people are the makers. The builders. The creators.

Eaton will help you protect your creations with our new, globally rated Power Defense™ molded case circuit
breakers (MCCB). Whether you’re building production capacity or a legacy, the green factory of the future
or the newest high rise on the next horizon, Power Defense MCCBs will serve as guardian and protector as
your ideas are realized in concrete and steel.
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